In this article we give a proof of Serre's conjecture for the cases of odd conductor and even conductor semistable at 2, and arbitrary weight. Our proof in both cases will be unconditional: in particular, it will not depend on any yet unproved generalization of Kisin's modularity lifting results to characteristic 2 (moreover, we will not consider at all characteristic 2 representations in any step of our proof). The new key ingredient is the use of Sophie Germain primes to perform an efficient weight reduction ("Sophie Germain's weight reduction"), which is combined with the methods and results of previous articles on Serre's conjecture by Khare, Wintenberger, and myself. To conclude we present a second (simpler) proof which avoids the use of Khare's weight reduction (thus, we give in particular an alternative proof of the level 1 case).
Introduction
Let p > 2 be a prime, and letρ be an odd, irreducible, two-dimensional Galois representation with Serre's weight k and level N, with values in a finite field F of characteristic p. The "level", or "conductor", is defined as in [Se87] to be the prime-to-p part of the Artin conductor, see [Se87] for the definition of the weight.
From now on, we will restrict to the case of "at most semistable at 2" representations, i.e., either unramified or semistable at 2 (in the sense of [Ri97] ). For suchρ, we will prove Serre's modularity conjecture, with no further restrictions on k or N. As it is well-known, for a prime p given (by suitable twisting) it is enough to consider the case of k ≤ p + 1.
Remark: In this article, as in previous articles proving special cases on Serre's conjecture, modularity is proved by "propagation", i.e., by applying the principle of "switching the residual characteristic" (originally applied in [Di04b] and [KW04] to prove the first cases of Serre's conjecture) to reduce the problem to some other case of the conjecture already solved. This "switching principle" follows from a combination of three main results: -Existence of minimal lifts or lifts with prescribed properties ([Di04b] , [KW04] , [K05] , [KW06] ) -Existence of (strictly) compatible families ( [Di04a] ), and -Modularity lifting resultsà la Wiles (Taylor-Wiles, Skinner-Wiles, Diamond, Savitt, Kisin) . At this point, the main "obstacle for propagation" is due to the technical conditions needed for the application of these modularity lifting results. However, in several cases, like the crystalline of small weight case (k −1 ≤ p), or weight 2 semistable case, it is known that by combining different modularity lifting results the lifting is modular without imposing any condition on the residual representation, just modularity or reducibility (cf. [Di03] for the weight 2 case and [DM03] , [K05] , [Di05] for higher weights).
We now describe the general idea of the proof: -Step 1: To give some clues of the general idea, we first prove modularity for 2 cases of small level and weight (both of even level): we prove the cases (k, N) = (4, 2) and (2, 6), assuming semistability (recall that we always assume semistability at 2!). These two cases are new: in the literature, they have never been proved (not even in the recent work of Khare-Wintenberger) except under the assumption of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (by Moon and Calegari, respectively).
-Step 2: In a second step, we will prove the result for representations with "bounded invariants". At this point we will use a pair of Sophie Germain primes, and we prefer to take the largest known such pair: let
be the largest known pair of Sophie Germain primes (a ∞ has 36523 digits), discovered by P. Minovic on January 2005. We assume thatρ is of weight k < a ∞ and all the primes dividing its level are also smaller than a ∞ , this is what we mean by "bounded invariants". For all such representations, the proof of modularity will be done by induction, using the new idea of "Sophie Germain's weight reduction" (SGWR) combined with the "killing ramification" (KR) trick of [KW04] . To simplify the exposition, we divide in two cases: -(2a) Assume thatρ is semistable at every prime of N. In this case, it follows from the results of [Di03] and [Di05] that we can freely apply modularity lifting results at each step of the induction, even if the residual representations that we encounter are reducible or have (projectively) dihedral image. At the "bottom" (or at the beginning, depending on the point of view) of the induction we encounter the cases (k, N) = (2, 1) or (2, 2), already solved in [Di04b] and [KW04] . Remark: the two cases solved in Step 1 are not used here, they were proved just for pedagogical reasons (they are contained in the result of Step 2a).
-(2b) Bounded invariants, not necessarily semistable. We will do the same induction that in Step (2a): (SGWR) combined with (KR). The problem is that when doing (KR) the modularity lifting theorems to be applied (due to M. Kisin, cf. [Ki04] and [Ki05] ) may need the assumption of residually non-solvable image. Then, just in case, we introduce extra ramification at certain sufficiently large prime q as in [KW06] , a "good dihedral prime" (ibid, Def. 2.1), to guarantee that the residual image will be non-solvable at each step of the inductive process.
At the bottom of the induction, we encounter the cases (k, N) = (2, q 2 ) or (2, 2q 2 ), with q good-dihedral. These two cases are solved doing one additional "switching".
Remarks: i) We never work in characteristic 2. In particular, if the level is even, we DO NOT kill ramification at 2; instead we leave it to the end, since the case of level 2 and weight 2 is known to be true. ii) If we assume that there are infinitely many pairs of Sophie Germain primes obviously the condition of "bounded invariants" becomes superfluous and
Step 2 becomes the last step of the general proof.
-Step 3: The general case: to ease the exposition, once again we divide in two cases: -(3a) The level N is not divisible by a ∞ , b ∞ . The proof is a combination of the methods used in Step 2 with Khare's weight reduction (KWR) , cf.
[K05], [KW06] : each time we have to do weight reduction, if k is too large, i.e., k > a ∞ , first we apply (KWR) until we encounter a case where k < a ∞ , and then reduce to weight 2 as in Step 2 doing (SGWR).
Remark: Khare's weight reduction is written and used in [KW06] for the case of arbitrary odd level, but without taking care of avoiding Fermat primes as in [K05] . For this reason, as it is presented in [KW06] , it may require to work modulo 2 at some intermediate steps. So, we first explain how the original argument of [K05] extends to the case of arbitrary level: this more careful version of (KWR) is the one that we will need, because as in [K05] by avoiding Fermat primes we avoid working in characteristic 2. Keep in mind that (KWR) does not apply to small weights (this is why the arguments of [KW06] are not good to go down to weight 2 without working in characteristic 2), but this is not an issue for us since we only need it for k > a ∞ .
-(3b) If at least one of a ∞ , b ∞ divide the level, first we do some killing ramification and weight reduction to reduce to case (3a).
In the last section, we present a second, simpler, proof: a variant in Step 2 is to take also a "pseudo Sophie Germain prime" as starting characteristic. Using such primes a slight variation of the arguments given in Step 2 also works fine, and the advantage is that it is known that there are infinitely many primes either of this type or of Sophie Germain type. Thus, this variant of
Step 2 works in general (not only for bounded invariants) and in particular one concludes the proof without Step 3, thus without using Khare's weight reduction. In particular, this gives a simpler proof of the level 1 case. So, we take p = 7, k = 4, N = 2. We assume that the image ofρ is non-solvable, otherwise modularity is known. First, we take a p-adic "weight 2 minimal lift" ρ as in [KW06] , theorem 5.1(2), and we introduce ρ in a strictly compatible family {ρ ℓ }.
Every representation in the family {ρ ℓ } with ℓ odd, ℓ = 7, is Barsotti-Tate, unramified outside 2 and 7 (and, of course, ℓ), semistable at 2, and has inertial Weil-Deligne parameter at 7 equal to (ω Remark: since the proof of Theorem 5.1 is not given in [KW06] , let us explain how the existence of weight 2 minimal lifts is deduced. The existence of p-adic lifts of this type follows by the same strategy used in [Di04b] and [KW04] for the construction of minimal lifts. A key point is to use the potential modularity results of Taylor (cf. [Ta02] and [Ta01] ) and base change to obtain a bound from above for the corresponding universal deformation ring given by a modular deformation ring (a ring that is known to be finite). It follows from results of Boeckle (cf. [Bo03] ) that this suffices for a proof after checking that the local conditions are such that the corresponding restricted local deformation rings have the right dimension, i.e., the local "defects" ∆ ℓ are 0 for every prime ℓ (cf. [Bo03] ) so that dim R > 0 holds for the global universal deformation ring. The existence of a strictly compatible family satisfying good local properties containing such lift follows as in [Di04a] . In [Ki06a] the strategy of [Di04b] and [KW04] is explained in detail in a generality which is enough for the case we are considering. In fact, corollary (3.3.1) of [Ki06a] asserts the existence of a minimal poten-tially Barsotti-Tate deformation (of fixed determinant) of a suitable type τ (propositions (3.2.4) and (3.2.6) of loc. cit. are generalizations of Boeckle's result to this context). In our case the type we impose is (ω k−2 p ⊕ 1, 0) and it follows from results of Savitt and Kisin on a conjecture of Conrad, Diamond and Taylor and on the Breuil-Mezard conjecture (cf. [Sa05] , theorem 6.21 and [Ki06a] , lemma (3.2.1), which is proved in [Ki06b] ) that for this type corollary (3.3.1) of [Ki06a] applies. Thus, the result of Boeckle and the upper bound deduced from potential modularity are enough to conclude, for an odd characteristic p > k, the existence of the weight 2 minimal lift (and the strictly compatible family containing it) as stated in [KW06] , theorem 5.1(2).
Having such a lift and family, let us continue the proof of the level 2 weight 4 case: Let us consider the element ρ 3 in the family {ρ ℓ }.
(Warning: We are abusing notation, these should be λ-adic, not ℓ-adic representations, and we should say: for a prime t in the field of coefficients dividing 3, let us consider ρ t . We will continue abusing notation just to ease notation, hoping that this may be no cause of confusion). Consider the residual representationρ 3 . We know that ρ 3 ramifies at 7, but the character describing ramification at 7 is ω 2 7 , a character of order (7 − 1)/2 = 3. Thus,ρ 3 is unramified at 7. Since ρ 3 is Barsotti-Tate, the weight ofρ 3 is 2. Soρ 3 has (k, N) = (2, 2) or (2, 1). These cases of Serre's conjecture are true, as proved in [Di04b] and [KW04] , andρ 3 is in fact reducible (the level 2 weight 2 case follows from results of Schoof, cf. [Sc05] ). An application of a modularity lifting result of Skinner-Wiles (as in [Di03] : Barsotti-Tate implies ordinary) gives modularity of ρ 3 , thus of ρ andρ (as a matter of fact,ρ must be reducible, because there are no modular forms with (k, N) = (4, 2)).
Remark: We have worked in characteristics 7 and 3. This is not a coincidence: (3, 7) is a pair of Sophie Germain primes. What we have done is the first example of the weight reduction (SGWR) that we will apply later. The case (k, N) = (2, 6) (assuming semistability both at 2 and 3) follows easily from the above theorem: starting fromρ p (p > 3) just use a minimal lift ρ p , which will be semistable at 2 and 3, and move in the strictly compatible family to ρ 3 . This compatible family corresponds to an abelian variety with semistable reduction at 2 and 3. We have that residuallyρ 3 is reducible (by the above theorem plus the already solved cases (k, N) = (4, 1), (2, 2), (2, 1) of Serre's conjecture) and this implies modularity of ρ 3 by Skinner-Wiles (semistable implies ordinary for an abelian variety, cf. [Di03] ), thus of ρ p andρ p .
Theorem 2.2 The case k = 2 and N = 6 (semistable at 2 and 3) of Serre's conjecture is true. 3 Step 2
Step 2a
Let a ∞ , b ∞ be the largest known pair of Sophie Germain primes. Assumeρ has bounded invariants: k < a ∞ , all prime factors of q | N satisfy q < a ∞ . Suppose that N has at most r prime factors. We assume thatρ is semistable at every prime q | N, we take the characteristic p to be p ≥ k − 1, and we assume that the image ofρ is non-solvable. The proof is done by a double induction: the method of "killing ramification" (KR) proposed in [KW04] is used to decrease the number of prime factors in the level, and this is combined with the new idea of "Sophie Germain's weight reduction" (SGWR) to reduce to weight 2. -Reduction to weight 2 (SGWR): It follows from the principle of switching the residual characteristic (cf. [Di05] , [K05] ) that it is enough to work in some fixed arbitrary characteristic p > k, p ∤ N. We take p = b ∞ . Of course, we assume that the weight is k > 2 (if k = 2, no weight reduction is needed). As in Step 1, we consider a "weight 2 minimal lift", which introduces some nebentypus at b ∞ : the lift ρ (a b ∞ -adic representation) fits in a strictly compatible family {ρ ℓ } of Galois representations which are Barsotti-Tate for odd primes ℓ = b ∞ , ℓ ∤ N. Locally at b ∞ the representations ρ ℓ are ramified, and the inertial Weil-Deligne parameter at b ∞ equals to (ω k−2 b∞ ⊕ 1, 0). Then we consider ρ a∞ , and the residual representationρ a∞ . As in Step 1, since a ∞ ∤ N (by the boundedness assumption) ρ a∞ is Barsotti-Tate, thus ρ a∞ has weight 2. Also, since ω k−2 b∞ has order (b ∞ − 1)/2 = a ∞ (k − 2 is even), ρ a∞ is unramified at b ∞ , so its conductor has still at most r prime factors. Since ρ a∞ is Barsotti-Tate, we know (cf. [Di03] ) that a combination of modularity lifting results apply and assuming thatρ a∞ is reducible or modular gives modularity of the family {ρ ℓ }, thus ofρ. This concludes the (SGWR) argument, since the issue of modularity has been transfered to a weight 2 representation, without having increased the level.
-Reduction of the level (KR): Takeρ of weight 2 and with at most r primes in the level N, semistable and with bounded invariants. We want to transfer the issue of modularity to a representation with fewer primes in the level, which in general will have higher weight. We use the method proposed in [KW04] : take a minimal lift ρ ofρ, include it in a compatible family {ρ ℓ } and consider ρ q for some odd q | N. This compatible family corresponds (as follows from potential modularity in this case) to a semistable abelian variety A. The residual representationρ q has at most r − 1 primes in the level and weight k ≤ q + 1 < a ∞ . Observe that it is a representation with bounded invariants. Again, assuming thatρ q is modular or reducible and using the fact that the variety A has semistable reduction at q we know (cf. [Di03] ) that ρ q is modular, thus also ρ andρ.
Conclusion: By combining (SGWR) and (KR)
, by induction, the proof is completed if the base cases are checked: These base cases are (k, N) = (k, 1) or (k, 2). In fact, one last application of (SGWR) gives as base cases the cases (k, N) = (2, 1) or (2, 2). This two cases are known (cf. [Di04b] and [KW04] ) to be true, and this completes the induction for the case of "bounded invariants".
Remark: Applying suitable modularity lifting results, cases of Serre's conjecture imply cases of the generalized Taniyama-Shimura conjecture. Since all examples of abelian varieties of GL 2 type known give residual representations with bounded invariants, what we have proved in this section implies the modularity of all known examples of semistable GL 2 type abelian varieties!
Step 2b
If we remove the semistability assumption, but still assume that the representation has bounded invariants, the proof given above applies if we assume that at each step of the induction the residual representations that we en-counter have non-solvable image. This is necessary because when applying (KR) we may need to apply modularity lifting results of Kisin (for example, for a potentially Barsotti-Tate lift, cf. [Ki04] ) and these results only hold under the assumption of residually non-solvable image. Therefore, at this step, we apply the trick in [KW06] of adding some extra prime q to the level in order that all the representations that we encounter in the induction are "good dihedral at q" and thus have non-solvable image (cf. loc. cit., section 8.4 and section 6).
Remark: The possibility to introduce "extra ramification" follows from the existence of non-minimal p-adic lifts of certain type (non-minimal at q). Again, as in the case of minimal lifts (cf. [Di04b] and [KW04] ) or weight 2 minimal lifts, the existence of such a lift (which mimics a result that is well-known for modular forms, namely, a case of "raising the level") follows by combining potential modularity (to obtain an upper bound for the corresponding universal deformation ring) with the results of Boeckle (to obtain a lower bound). This way, after having "raised the level", we can assume that at each step we will encounter residual representations having a large prime q in the level such that q 2 | N with:ρ
where the character ψ has order t α , t | q + 1 an odd prime, with q and t sufficiently large. This ramification at q will be preserved in all the inductive steps if the primes q and t are chosen as in the definition of good dihedral prime (ibid, Def. 2.1). As a matter of fact, we have to modify slightly the definition of good dihedral prime, because we want to work also in characteristics b ∞ and a ∞ . Thus, to ensure that also in these characteristics the ramification at q is preserved we modify this definition as follows: i) assume t is greater than all prime factors of N (except q), greater than p (thus greater than k), and greater than b ∞ . ii) assume that q ≡ 1 (mod 8), and q ≡ 1 (mod r) for every prime r up to the maximum of: the prime divisors of N different from q, p, and b ∞ .
Remark: this "modified" definition does not affect at all the proof of exis-tence of such a q and t.
For this section, under the assumption of bounded invariants, these conditions can be written in a much more simple way. But we keep the general definition because we will also use good dihedral primes in the next section.
As in section 8.4 of [KW] , at a large characteristic t we add the extra ramification at q in order to reduce the proof to representations being good dihedral at q. Since in all steps of the proof we work in characteristics which are sufficiently small with respect to q and t (by the modified definition of good dihedral prime we have given) we know that all residual representations that we encounter maintain this good dihedral prime in their levels and thus have non-solvable image. Observe that we also have to modify our definition of "bounded invariants": now the definition is the same except for the prime q in the level which is very large.
Conclusion: we can assume that we start with a representation which is good dihedral at a (very large) prime q and has bounded invariants (except for q). Then, we can apply (SGWR) and (KR) as in the previous section, but now the representations we encounter will be good dihedral at q, thus will have non-solvable image. Also, it follows from potential modularity that the weight 2 families of representations constructed (via existence of compatible families) each time (KR) is applied are potentially semistable of weight 2 (i.e., all their members, at least for ℓ odd, are so). This way, the technical condition needed to apply Kisin's modularity lifting results, now needed in the step of (KR), are satisfied.
At the bottom of the induction we find a representationρ p of weight 2 and level either q 2 or 2q 2 , semistable at 2 and good dihedral at q, with ramification at q as in (I) for a character ψ of order t α . Let us prove these two cases: Consider a minimal lift ofρ p , ρ p , and include it in a strictly compatible family {ρ ℓ }. For any odd ℓ = q ρ ℓ is Barsotti-Tate. If we consider ρ t , it is Barsotti-Tate and the residual representationρ t is unramified at q (because the character ψ has order t α : observe that because we have taken a minimal lift ofρ p and then a strictly compatible family, the ramification at q of ρ ℓ is described as in (I) for every odd ℓ = q). Thusρ t has level 1 or 2 and weight 2, and in both cases Serre's conjecture is known (the representation is reducible). Since ρ t is Barsotti-Tate we conclude that it is modular, thus ρ p andρ p are also modular.
4
Step 3
Step 3a
We now consider the general case, except that for the moment we assume that a ∞ and b ∞ are not in the level. As in Step (2b), we will need to work with the assumption of non-solvable residual image, so again we assume that we have already added extra ramification at a (very large) prime q so that all the residual representations we encounter are good dihedral at q, thus have non-solvable image. As before, the good dihedral prime q, and the prime 2 in the case of even level, will be "the last things to touch": the base cases at the bottom of the induction will be the same than in Step (2b). So, what changes with respect to Step (2b)? The trick (KR) is applied in the same way, the difference is in weight reduction: if we are in a case of weight k > a ∞ we first apply Khare's weight reduction (KWR) (cf. [K05] , [KW06] ) until we encounter a case where k < a ∞ , and then proceed as before with (SGWR) to reduce to weight 2.
The only problem is that in [KW06], Khare's weight reduction (applied in a situation of arbitrary odd level) is not done as carefully as in [K05] (where only level 1 representations were considered), so it is a priori not clear how to avoid working in characteristic 2 in each intermediate step. What we have to do is to check that the more careful version of (KWR), the one in [K05] , applies to cases of arbitrary level: in this version Fermat primes are avoided, so that in the intermediate steps, where it is required to work modulo a prime divisor ℓ of P − 1, one can always take ℓ odd (because P is non-Fermat).
So, assume that we haveρ p , of weight k > a ∞ , and we want to reduce the weight until we have k < a ∞ . We can assume p ≥ k − 1. By "switching the residual characteristic" (*) (cf. [Di05] , [K05] ) we change to the characteristic p ′ which is non-Fermat and minimal, i.e., p ′ is the first non-Fermat prime satisfying this inequality (this means in particular that it is the first or the second prime greater than k − 2, if k is not too small).
The method of weight reduction of [Kh05] and [KW06] , assuming that k is not too small (recall that we are assuming k > a ∞ !), allows a reduction of the weight (WITHOUT working at characteristic 2) as follows: consider ℓ | p ′ − 1, ℓ odd. A lift and a family ρ p ′ ∈ {ρ s } are constructed which are weight 2 and the modularity ofρ p ′ is shown to follow from that ofρ ℓ . (I repeat, just to avoid confusions with the notation: here ℓ is a fixed prime, an odd divisor of p ′ − 1, not a varying prime) Then, another lift, this time ofρ ℓ , is constructed and included in a family ρ ′ ℓ ∈ {ρ ′ s } such that going back to characteristic p ′ using this new family it is shown that the modularity ofρ ℓ follows in turn from that ofρ ′ p ′ and the construction is such thatρ ′ p ′ has weight smaller than the initially given weight k. [KW06] , theorem 5.1(2)), which fits in a strictly compatible family {ρ s } whose members are potentially semistable of weight 2 and ramified at p. Consider ρ p ′ and the residual representationρ p ′ , whose level contain p but not p ′ . Modularity ofρ p ′ is enough to ensure (by Kisin's modularity lifting result, recall that we are considering representations which are good dihedral at a very large prime q, thus of non-solvable image) modularity ofρ p and in this "move" we have not increased the number r of prime factors in the level. Consideringρ p ′ , the weight reduction follows as before: the weight of ρ p ′ can be assumed to be k 2 ≤ p ′ + 1, and p ′ is the first non-Fermat prime larger than k − 2. In this situation the results of [Kh05] (section 6.2) ensure that after performing (KWR) the modularity issue is transfered to another representationρ ′ p ′ of weight smaller than the initial weight k, provided that k is not too small.
Iterating (KWR), we reduce to the case of k < a ∞ , where an application of (SGWR) reduces to weight 2. Recall that (KR) is done as in the previous section, and the base cases of the induction are the same. This concludes the proof.
Step 3b
This is just an easy combination of different methods that have already appeared in previous sections. We just give the general idea, leaving the details to the reader. We do the worst case, where both a ∞ and b ∞ divide the level (the other cases are easier): -1) Assume that the weight is k = 2: First, apply (KR) to eliminate b ∞ from the level. Then apply (KWR) to reduce to a weight k 0 < a ∞ (with level N ′ not containing b ∞ ). In characteristic b ∞ , doing as in the first part of (SGWR) move to characteristic a ∞ (via a weight 2 compatible family with nebentypus at b ∞ ). Take the a ∞ -adic representations in this family, and consider the corresponding residual representation, which (as in Step 2) will be unramified at b ∞ . This residual representation has level prime to a ∞ · b ∞ , thus we have reduced the problem to the situation of Step (3a). Observe that in the above "moves" modularity lifting results ensure that modularity "propagates well" (we always keep the assumption that we have previously introduced extra ramification so to have a good dihedral prime q).
-2) If the weight is k > 2, we reduce to the case k = 2 as follows: take a weight 2 lift and a strictly compatible family, move to an odd prime ℓ, ℓ ∤ N, and consider the residual modℓ representation. This representation is weight 2 and thus we have reduced the problem to the weight 2 case solved above.
The result
We state the result we have proved, including a couple of well-known consequences: 
A simpler proof
Here we present a slight variation of the arguments in Step 2. The advantage is that in this variant the proof is completed already at this step, so Step 3 disappears, and in particular Khare's weight reduction is not used and an alternative proof of the level 1 case of Serre's conjecture follows. We consider the set of pseudo Sophie Germain primes (PSG primes), i.e., primes b such that b = 1 + 2 · a · c, where a and c are odd primes. A generalization of Chen's theorem on Goldbach's conjecture and the twin prime conjecture to certain "generalized twin prime problems" proved by S. G. Xie and M. D. Coleman (cf. [Xi87] and [Co90] , see also [Xi83] ) ensures that the union of the set of PSG primes and the set of Sophie Germain primes gives an infinite set. Thus, in Step 2 givenρ of Serre's weight k and level N we can always find a prime b sufficiently large with respect to k and N, which is either Sophie Germain or PSG. If b is Sophie Germain then the proof given in Step 2 applies (take b instead of b ∞ ). If b is PSG, assume for simplicity that in b = 1 + 2 · a · c, a < c and both a and c are larger than k and larger than all primes in N. Then we proceed as in Step 2: first we considerρ of characteristic b and we take a weight 2 minimal lift and include it in a strictly compatible family. Observe that the ramification at b of this family is given by ω k−2 b whose order is a · c. Take the c-adic representation ρ c in this family, and consider the residual representationρ c . Its ramification at b is given by a character ψ of order a, and its Serre's weight is 2 (because c is not in the conductor of the family, thus ρ c is Barsotti-Tate). Now, consider a minimal lift ρ ′ c ofρ c and include it in a strictly compatible family. The ramification at b of this family is given by a characterψ of order a (the Teichmuller lift of ψ). Consider the a-adic representation ρ ′ a in this family and the residual representationρ ′ a . As in the case of Sophie Germain primes in Step 2, we conclude thatρ ′ a is unramified at b and has weight 2, and this concludes the weight reduction.
Remark: if a were a divisor of N thenρ ′ a might not be of weight 2 but still its weight can be taken to be (much) smaller than b. Thus, by taking a minimal lift ofρ ′ a and going back to characteristic b, a second iteration of the process would complete the proof even in this case.
The proof by induction follows as in Step 2 by combining this weight reduc-
